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Abstract 

This paper deals with a generalization of the concept of unification using a 
semantic network. 

Unification is a pattern matching operation of crucial importance in 
Artificial Intelligence. First, a less restrictive semantic network was introduced 
using a new relation, called similarity relation, on the set of nodes of the semantic 
network. Next, the usual unification based on "exact" matching was generalized 
as a similarity unification that can treat a kind of "similarity" matching. 

As a possible application of this formalism, a more accurate word-to-word 
correspondence in different languages was investigated by developing a Prolog 
program for words of both English and French. 
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INTERNSHIP SUMMARY 

During my internship, I have been working in ATR Interpreting Telephone 

Research Laboratory located in Osalm (Japan). I was involved in the Automatic Machine 

Translation project as part of the Natural Language Understanding department. My 

research theme was to investigate the field of Semantic Networks and to examine to what 

extent a semantic network could be useful during the translation process. 

Roughly speaking, a semantic network models how semantic information is 

organized within a person's memory. For instance, the grammatical role of each word 

of the sentence "John loves Mary" -agent, verb, subject -can easily be represented 

through a semantic network. However, since that kind of representation sometimes lacks 

generality, I focused on a more powerful representation proposed by Mc Skimin & Minker 

in [Skim,Mink79] which could handle general statements such as "if an object is a human 

being, then it is either a man or a woman". Moreover, with that representation we can 

consider different views of the same set of objects : for instance, the set of human beings 

can be considered as the union of men and women, children and adults…etc…depending 

on the features we are interested in. 

Having selected that formalism for a semantic network, I had to define a ne,v 

unification process -called similarity unification -for the classical unification algorithm 

could no longer be used ("Unification" is a pattern matching operation of crucial impor-

tance in Artificial Intelligence and is used during the process of query answering). Later 

on, I investigated a possible application of tlus formalism to provide for a more accurate 

word-to-word correspondence in different languages (an example concerning English and 

French languages has been implemented). In that prospect, the semantic network con-

sidered in both languages was related to the vocabulary used by a researcher willing to 

attend an international conference (involving such topics as accomodation, transportation, 

schedule…) • Among all English words representing the same general French concept, a 

unique representative is selected (and conversely for French words) ; hence, the English 

word tour corresponds to two different French concepts voyage d'affaires and excursion. 

Since in Natural Language Understanding semantic networks are mainly used for reducing 

ambiguities, I elaborated a prolog program which -thanks to the similarity unification 

defined previously -ma.y discard some of the possible translations if some extra semantic 

knoヽ11rledgeis available. A next step of research would be to integrate that disambiguation 

device、vithina set of inference rules inducing some kind of semantic knowledge. 

I presented the results of this research during a conference in Hokkaido and a copy of the 

paper can be found in the appendix. 



INTERNSHIP PROJECT : 

CONTEXT, GOALS & ACHIEVEMENTS 

During my internship period, I belonged to ATR Interpreting Telephony Re-

search Laboratory where fundamental researches in Speech Processing and Natural Lan-

guage Understanding are conducted in parallel. These researches take place within a wide 

project aiming at automatic translation and transmission of what is said by two persons 

from different countries connected via telephone lines. Therefore, both speech recognition, 

automatic translation and speech synthesis issues have to be tackled. 

ViTithin the Natural Language Understanding department to which I belonged, 

people from different backgrounds -linguists as well as grammar specialists and computer 

scientists -are investigating various research problems towards automatic machine trans-

lation : 

1 / elaboration of a model for the discourse (2 persons) 

2/ automatic understanding of discourse (3 persons) 

3/ elaboration of an automatic translation process for written correspondence 

(4 persons) 

4/ interface between Natural Language Understanding and Speech Processing 

(2 persons) 

Meanwhile, a database which will later be used for testing the automatic 

translation processes is developped. On the one hand, two researchers are involved in the 

creation of a dictionnary for that database. For future tests, the vocabulary envisionned 

here -extracted from samples of telephone or keyboard conversations -deals with all the 

probkms a researcher may have when he goes to an international conference (application, 

accommodation…etc…) • On the ofoer hand, two researchers are elaborating a knowledge 

base. 

Lately, that is to say since the beginning of October 1987, people are beginning 

to investigate possible applications of the connectionnist model and of neural networks in 

the field of natural language understanding. 

As far as I was concerned, the purpose of my internship was to investigate 

another field of funda~ental research that turns out to be very helpful to build a machine 

translation system : Semantic Networks . 
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Indeed, semantic networks provide for a hierarchical classification of words ., 

which, in a sense, models human memory. Hence, semantic networks should be particularly 

relevant for being integrated into the conception of a more general network (neural network 

for instance) aiming at modeling human brain and the way it functions. In fact, the main 

idea is that the semantic features described through the semantic network should enable us 

to disambiguate words during the automatic translation process. For instance, the French 

word "vol" should clearly be translated in two different ways whether it occurs within a 

transportation context (the English equivalent being then "flight") or in a police related 

context (it would then be translated in English as "robbery"). Hence, we have to make 

the most of the semantic context if we aim at providing for an accurate translation. 

Therefore, at the beginning of my internship I gathered information from a lot 

of papers in the semantic network field. Indeed, semantic networks are variously thought 

of: diagrams on paper, abstract sets of n-tuples of some sort, data structures in computers 

and even information structures in brains. Yet, generally speal出ing,a semantic network is 

a directed graph whose nodes represent individuals and whose arcs represent relationships 

between individuals. In such a graph, and arc is labeled by the name of the relation it 

represents. For instance, in the semantic representation of the sentence: 

"John loves Mary" 

the arc pointing to "John" will be labeled "agent" whereas the arc pointing to "loves" will 

be labeled "verb". 

However, the specification of semantic networks quoted above -often termed 

simple semantic network -is restricted and cannot handle general statements such as "if 

an object is a human being, then it is either a man or a woman". Moreover, some of these 

formalisms have been shown to be highly inadequate or difficult to manage ; therefore, I 

had to discard them and to choose a more elaborate semantic network that would be more 

suitable for tackling disambiguation problems. 

Hence, i丘asecond step, I focused on the formalism of a semantic network 

presented by Mc Skimin and Minker in [Skim,Mink79]. Given that representation, the 

semantic netヽ;vorkhas the full power of the predicate calculus and is thus able to answer 

queries involving semantic information in a rather easy and straightforヽ1vardway. 

During the query retrieval process, the semantic network is used first of all to narrow the 

search space by selecting only the relevant information and also helps rejecting meaningless 

queries such as "Find all the individuals who are simultaneously the father of an individual 

a and the mother of an individual b". Moreover, it controls data input by the user and 

rejects it,ヽ,heneverit conflicts with the current semantic knowledge. 

One of the main features of that formalism is that it provides for several views of the same 
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semantic category. For instance, the semantic category animate could be viewed as the 

union of the categories human-being and non-human or as the union of male and female 

, depending on what features we are interested in. 

Yet, this modification which seems quite intuitive entails some important 

changes. For instance, the usual unification algorithm -an operation matching certain 

subexpressions extremely important and widely used in Artificial Intelligence -has to be 

redefined. 

Therefore, a third step of my research consisted in finding a new unification 

algorithm -called similarity unification -for the type of network considered above. Two 

different views of the same semantic category being connected by a "similarity" link in the 

semantic network, this new algorithm is no longer based on "exact" matching but on a 

more general "similar" matching. Eventually, I implemented a prolog program achieving 

similarity unification on a small example. 

Afterwards, considering samples of telephone and keyboard conversations 

dealing with various problems a researcher wishing to attend an international conference 

may encounter, I could list the main occurring words and elaborate an appropriate seman-

tic network in that specific context. 

However, this network being too cumbersome to manipulate, the scope of further applica-

tions was reduced to transportation matters. 

Indeed, the final step of my internship enlightens the interest of the "si1nilarity 

unification" for word to word correspondence in different languages. 

Familiar examples of word correspondence show that a word of the source language may 

have different possible translations in the target language, depending on the meaning it 

conveys. For instance, the English verb "know" may be conveyed either by "savoir" or 

"conna1tre" in French. 

Thus, having defined two semantic network for English and French related 

to the conference domain, English (resp. French) words corresponding to an identical 

French (resp. English) general concept are grouped together and one of these English 

(resp. French) words is chosen to represent that French (resp. English) concept. 

Hence, the word tour as a synonym of "business-trip" would be translated in French by 

voyage、vhereas,as a synonym of "leisure-trip", it would be translated by excursion. 

In that prospect, the similarity unification algorithm alloヽvsus to take se-

mantic knoヽvledgeinto account and may lead to discarding some possible translations, 

thus completely or partially disambiguating the translation process. 
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Eventually, for the transportation matters domain, I implemented a prolog 

program providing for better English-French correspondence. For instance, given the En-

glish word tour, the program in a first step provides for the set of possible French equiv-

alents voyage and excursion. Then in a second step, if some extra semantic knowledge is 

available -for instance, if we are in a leisure trip context -, the French word "voyage" 

will be discarded and eventually we get the unique French translation excursion for the 

English word tour in a leisure trip context. 

., 

The results of this research have been presented during a conference held in 

Hokkaido on 28-30 September 1987. A sample of the article presented is included in the 

appendix of the technical report. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since Quillian first introduced the idea of a "semantic network" in [Quil68], 

this topic has been the subject of extensive research. Semantic networks were introduced 

in the literature as a means of modeling how semantic information is organized、vithina 

person's memory. Initially and now onwards, they have been used for disambiguating and 

understanding natural language. 

Broadly speaking, a semantic network is a directed graph whose nodes rep-

resent individuals and whose arcs represent relationships between individuals. In such a 

graph, an arc is labeled by the name of the relation it represents. For instance, in the 

semantic representation of the sentence : 

"John loves Mary" 

the arc pointing to "John" will be labeled "agent" whereas the arc pointing to "loves" will 

be labeled "verb". 

Indeed, semantic networks are variously thought of: diagrams on paper, abstract sets of 

n-tuples of some sort, data structures in computers and even information structures in 

brains. 

However, the specification of semantic networks quoted above -often termed 

simple seman材cnetwork -is restricted and cannot handle general statements such as "if 

an object is a mammal, then it is either a male or a female". Moreover, "¥Voods in ["¥liToo75) 

has analysed semantic networks as they relate to the representation of natural language 

meanings and has also denoted some of the inadequacies of simple semantic networks. 

Therefore, it seems necessary to look for extensions of simple semantic net-

works based on predicate logic which would allow to represent quantified information. 

Quite a bunch of various extensions have been proposed ; however, discarding those who 

avoid extensional quantifiers by introducing functions, we will focus on the definition of 

an extended semantic network proposed by Mc Skimin and Minker in [Skim,Mink79). 

Indeed, their representation of a semantic netヽvorkturns out to be very useful during 

the deductive phase of a problem solving system. For instance, the primary use of that 

semantic network is to naごrowthe search space during a deductive search. 

In the folloヽvingsection, we will explain in details the definition of semantic 

network chosen and we will point out its main advantages. 
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I. PRESENTATION OF THE SEMANTIC NETWORK 

In [Skim,Mink79], Mc Skimin and Minker define an extended semantic net-

work which seems particularly appropriate for applications in Natural Language Under-

standing. Therefore, in this chapter, we will present this network and underline its main 

advantages. 

The semantic network we describe will be used during the deductive phase of 

an inferential system. Its original framework -the first-order predicate calculus -has been 

slightly modified in order to accomodate semantic information concerning the domain of 

application. Therefore, unlike previous deductive searching using the predicate calculus 

and relying only on syntactic pattern matching, here both syntactic pattern matching and 

semantic information about the domain can be used during the retrieval process. 

In the semantic network, four types of information are stored : 

1/ the data base contains facts and general inference axioms which are repre-

sented by predicate calculus clauses. 

2/ the semantic form space provides for semantic constraints on arguments of 

predicates or functions. 

3/ the dictionary defines for each predicate, function and element its semantic 

category. 

4/ the semantic graph defines the set-theoretic relationships between semantic 

categories. 

Each argument of a predicate is constrained to belong to a named sort which 

is a member of the semantic network. This semantic network can then be used in three 

fundamental ways : 

(1) for rejecting irrelevant queries, assertions or inference rules双rheneverthe ar-

guments of the predicates are not consistent with the semantic constraints 

specified in the semantic network. 

(2) for selecting only semantically relevant assertions and rules when ansヽvering

some part of a query, thus reducing the search space. 

(3) for detectingヽvhenall the semantically possible answers for a query have been 

found, thus avoiding further deductive search. 
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I.1 The semantic categories 

We would like to avoid two problems arising in deductive systems : on the 

one hand, using irrelevant data or general rules during the deductive process, on the other 

hand attempting to solve semantically meaningless problems. 

For instance, in order to illustrate the first kind of problem, if we want to find x such that 

ATTEND(Minker, x) -i.e. Minker is part of the attendance of the conference x -the 

axiom -iLISTENER(u,v) V ATTEND(u,v) may be applied during the resolution of the 

query. However, in an environment where Minker is known to be a speaker, since the 

first argument of the predicate LISTENER is semantically constrained to be a listener 

(whose set is disjoint from the set of speakers of the conference), then-as soon as semantic 

constraints are taken into account -the axiom quoted above will clearly be irrelevant for 

answering the original query. 

To understand the second kind of problem, just consider the query "Is there a person 

who is the father of the individual a and the mother of the individual b ? ". Obviously 

enough, in a domain where the first argument of FATHER(x,y) must be male, where the 

first argument of MOTHER(x,y) must be female and where the two sets male and female 

are known to be disjoint, this query is semantically meaningless and there is no need to 

start a deductive process for answering it. 

Thus, the semantic network should achieve two purposes : first of all, filter 

semantically irrelevant axioms and rules, then reject ill-formed problems. Therefore, we 

should provide for a precise definition of the domain of discourse D -i.e. give explicitly 

its content and the relationships between the different subsets. These subsets are called 

semantic categories and constitute a particular structuring of D. This hierarchy has to be 

specified according to the specificities of the domain of interest, in the case of topics related 

to the conference domain, a hierarchy is proposed in Annex 1. 

Set-membership relations are represented as semantic categories instead of 

unary predicates and interaction relations between objects are denoted by n-ary predicates. 

That is to say that the fact that John is male will not be represented by MALE(John) 

where "MALE" would be a unary predicate but by the fact that the object "John" will 

belong to the semantic category male ; meanwhile FATHER(Terry,John) will denote that 

Terry is the father of John. Since set-interrelationships and interaction relations are of 

different flavor, they should be represented in different ways and treated separately. 

Indeed, for solving problems encountered in inferential systems, it is particu-

larly interesting to use a special semantic category representation for set-interrelationships 
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separate from the representation used for interaction relations. Otherwise, whenever we 

want to specify set restrictions on arguments of an interactionrelation, a list of set relations 

has to be appended and checked whenever a substitution of the arguments is made. 

For instance, if we want to find a person attending the conference of Artificial 

Intelligence IJCAI who is male, foreigner and speaker at that conference, the resolution 

process will start with the negation of the query, i.e. : 

ヽ

-.ATTEND(x,IJCAI)V ,MALE(x)V→ FOREIGNER(x) V -.SPEAKER(x) 

This expression is very cumbersome and may require separate peripheral storage for 

each set relation retrieved. Moreover, if inference rules have to be used to retrieve 

ATTEND(x,IJCAI) some of them may be inconsistent with the semantic restrictions that 

follows and in that case work will be done in vain. On the other hand, the semantic category 

representation has the advantage that semantic conflicts will be detected before applying 

an axiom or an inference rule, thus avoiding useless efforts. Furthermore, set-membership 

relations can be retrieved easily either directly from data base facts or through a straight-

forward set inference (such as transitive superset relations) mechanism. Eventually, the 

unary predicate representation has no efficient way of denoting exclusion from a given set. 

For avoiding the problems stated above, the semantic category graph is pro-

posed as an efficient way of representing set-membership relations. 

I.2 The Semantic Graph 

The representation developped for set-interrelationships is using the concept 

of semantic category whose advantages have been underlined in the previous section. A 

semantic category is a name regrouping a collection of known elements of the domain. 

For instance, foreigner is the semantic category consisting of all the foreigners listed in 

the database. In the conference related area in which we are more specifically interested, 

other examples of semantic categories are: male, female, attendance, speaker, transporta-

tion…etc…An example of a semantic graph for the conference domain is presented in Annex 

1. 

The semantic graph is a finite graph without cycles whose nodes are semantic 

categories. All these semantic categories are subsets of a universal category representing 

the universe of discourse -i.e。 thedomain。 Inthis semantic graph, there are three types 

of set-theoretic relations (denoted by labeled arcs interconnecting the nodes of the graph) 

between semantic categories : 
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(1) if category c is a superset of category d -i.e. every element of the domain 

belonging to d also belongs to c -then the arc c→ d in the semantic graph 

is labeled by g and is called a g-link. 

(2) if category c equals category d -i.e. c and d are two names for the same set 

of objects -then c and d are linked by a s-link (s standing for similarity) 

which is a non-oriented link. 

(3) category c and d may also be disjoint -i.e. there is no object of the domain 

belonging simultaneously to c and d. 

In practice, disjunction is not represented in the semantic graph since the 

latter is constrained as follows : If a semantic category c is linked by g-links to the categories 

叫・,Cn (i.e. c1 , .. , Cn are subsets of c) then c1 , .. , en constitute a partition of the category 

c ; that is to say that the union of the Ci is the category c and for i=/=j Ci and Cj are 

disjoined semantic categories. For instance, in the example given in Annex 1, the universal 

category is partitionned in animate and inanimate and these categories are disjoined from 

one another. 

Categories linked by s-link contain exactly the same objects of the domain. 

Hence, they are different names corresponding to different partitions of the same set of 

objects. In fact, considering the semantic graph described in Annex 1, the use of s-linlc 

allows to view the attendance of a conference in different ways : divided in speakers and 

listeners in the first view ; in company staff, university staff and independents in the second 

view and in foreigners and locals in the 1邸 tview. This is indeed the most important feature 

of that semantic graph since it enables us to choose the partition which corresponds to 

what we are interested in. 

Besides, more complex expressions built up from categories -that is to say 

combinations of semantic categories with the operators union (U), intersection (n) and 

complement (-) -will be used for representing data base facts or general rules. 
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I.3 The Semantic Net work ヽ

In order to accelerate the retrieval process, all the semantic information avail-

able is regrouped in the semantic network. It makes explicit within the computer model 

the usually implicit knowledge about facts, thus leading to more efficient query answering. 

The semantic network has four components : 

1/ the data base of assertions and general rules. 

2/ the semantic form space, defining the semantics of each argument of n-tuples. 

3/ the dictionnary, containing information about predicates, functions, constants 

and semantic categories. 

4/ the semantic graph specifying the set-theoretic relations between semantic 

categories. 

I.S.1 Data Base Assertions and General Rules 

Assertions are explicit facts about elements of the domain and general rules 

are clauses that may be used to derive assertions. To handle semantic categories, ex.tended 

II-clause notation is introduced. An extended II-clause is a (n+l)-tuple where the first 

argument is a n-ary predicate and where the following arguments are bound to given sets 

of objects. 

For instance, (o:,x,y) { [FATHER]/o:, [John]/x, [Mary,Ted]/y } is a more compact way 

of expressing the two first-order predicate calculus clauses FATHER(John, Mary) and 

FATHER(John,Ted). 

In order to take advantage of semantic categories, the definition above is modified to allow 

restriction of arguments to Boolean category expressions (i.e. boolean combination of 

simple semantic categories) ; besides, quantification over subsets of the domain is allowed. 

H ence, m the most general case a variable x quantifies over a subset S = ([D互(D州),DI) 

of the uni verse where : 

* DE is the set of constants explicitly included in S 

* D入~is the set of constants explicitly excluded from S 

* D1. f 1s a set o constants represented as a Boolean category e平 ress10n1mphc-

itly included in S. 

ぶ1oreover,in order to avoid redundant information that vヽouldnecessitate cumbersome 

treatment, the following conditions should be satisfied : 

DE n D1 = 0 and DXこDI
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For instance, if x belongs to S = ([ {入1ary},({John,Toby})),male) then x is either male 

but is not John nor Toby or x is Mary. The set relationships are shown in the following 

figure : 

DE三{MBry } 

・D1= me1e DX-'= { John, Toby} 

Indeed, the extended II-clause representation combined with the use of such 

subsets of the universe c9n~training variables provides for a very compact and convenient 

way for representing information. In fact, the definition of subsets explained above is also 

used邸 semanticconstraint iri: general rules and queries. 

1.3.2 The Semantic Form Space 

In the semantic form space, semantic category restrictions for arguments of 

predicates are stored. The semantic forms make the semantic of predicates explicit by 

stating to which subclass each of its arguments should belong. 

Via semantic unification algorithms, it can be used to perform well-formedness 

tests on -queries or data base clauses input by the system user. Hence, oh the one hand, it 

guarantees that no a:ssertion inconsistent with the present semantical knowledge of the data 

base could possibly be added. For instance, if the缶stargument of the predicate FATHER 

must belong to the semantic category male, then the assertion FATHER(Mary,John) -

inconsistent with the semantic knowledge-will not be added to the data base. On the other 

hand, checkingヽvell-formednessof expressions can avoid processing meaningless queries and 

is therefore systematically performed before starting the query answering process. 

1.3.3 The dictionary 

The出ctionarydefines the semantic categories assigned to constants, function 

domains and ranges, and preふcates.Besides, it defines the structure of the semantic graph. 
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That is to say that the way the universe is partitionned is recorded in the dictionary entries 

for semantic categories. 

Indeed, a semantic category entry in the dictionary includes its synonyms 

(i.e. categories linked by s-link to this semantic category) and the various partitions of 

the set of objects named by that semantic category. 

For instance, if we look at the semantic graph of Annex 1, the dictionary entry for the 

semantic category human would contain the two synonyms human1 and human2 and the 

two partitions they represent (male, female) and (confmemb, outconf). 

The dictionary also contains entries for constants and predicates which state 

to which semantic category constants belong and enforce semantic constraints on argu-

ments of predicates. The semantic category of every constant should be defined within 

the semantic network before attempting to answer a query. Moreover, in order to avoid 

problems of decidability of set membership, that semantic category should be a primitive 

category, that is to say a terminal node of the semantic graph (a category who has no 

subsets). 

Similarly, function entries in the dictionary store the number of arguments 

of the function and the semantic category to w_hich each argument should belong. Unlike 

predicates whose semantic well-formedness is checked by the unification algorithm, here a 

recursive procedure is used to verify the compatibility of the instantiations of the arguments 

with the semantic forms. Skolem constants (representing existential quantifiers) can be 

restricted to range over semantic categories. 

1.3.4 The Semantic Graph 

For better computing efficiency, Mc Skimin & Minker decided to store the 

relations betヽiVeenall categories of the semantic graph in a special matrix in the computer. 

Since thisvヽasa simple trick for speeding up the computing process, I discarded it in the 

theoretical study exposed in the following chapter. However, it will certainly turn out to 

be very useful as soon as practical applications will be investigated. 

12 
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II. GENERALIZATION OF UNIFICATION USING A SEMANTIC NET-
"¥VORK 

In proving theorems involving quantified formulas, it is often necessary to 

"match" certain subexpressions. For example, in order to produce T½(A) from the formulas 

国）［剛(x)⇒閏 (x)]and閏 (A),it is necessary to find the substitution " A for x" that 

mal{es H11 (A) and Hり(x)identical. Finding substitutions of terms for variables to make 

expressions identical is an extremely important process in Artificial Intelligence and is 

called unifica.tion. 

However, the usual unification process is based just on an "exact" matching. 

In order to take full advantage of the semantic network defined in the previous chapter 

during the query retrieval process, it is necessary to conceive a more general type of 

unification corresponding to a "similar" matching. 

Indeed, in what follows we will use the semantic network to describe a simi-

larity relation among terms on which unification is operated. Thus, by taking into account 

the similarity relation in the semantic network, we define a similarity unification (denoted 

ふ unificationfor short) which reflects certain aspects of a similar matching more general 

than an exact matching. 

II.1 Definition of the Similarity Unification 

Let's consider as an example of a semantic network described in the previous 

chapter, the semantic netヽvorkrepresented by the following graph : 

animal 

s~ru2 

male female human 
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This semantic network provides for two different views (linked by s-links) -

i.e. two different partitions -"animall" and "animal2" of the same set of objects regrouped 

under the concept "animal". In fact, "animall" is partitionned (by g-links) into the two 

semantic categories "male" and "female" whereas the second view "animal2" allows to 

distinguish between the semantic categories "human" and "non-human". 

One should notice that here, unlike in [Skim,Mink79), an element of the extension of 

"animal" has not to be classified either as male or female, thus being more flexible for 

updating the extensions of concepts. 

In order to generalize the usual concept of unification to the semantic network 

defined above, we proceed as follows. 

First of all, we define an equivalence relation on the set of semantic categories (nodes of 

the semantic graph represented above) such that two nodes linked by a s-link belong to 

the same equivalence class. 

In each equivalence cl邸 sC, we select a unique node of the semantic network rep(C) that will 

represent that class. For instance, for the semantic graph above, the semantic categories 

animal, animalJ, animal2 belong to the same equivalence class and we can choose for 

instance the semantic category animal in order to represent that class. 

Henceforth, we define the similarity unification (s-unification) for ordinary 

semantic categories at the level of the semantic network as follows : 

1/ Two variables x and y ares-unifiable as x'= y'where x':;:::: rep(Cl{x)) (resp. 

y'= rep{ Cl(y))) denotes the unique representative of the equivalence class 

cont四mngx (resp. y). 

2/ A constant "male" and a variable x are s-unifiable as x':;:::: rep(CZ(male)) 

where x'is defined as before and where rep (Cl(male)) denotes the unique 

representative of the equivalence class containing male. 

3/ For two℃ onstants c and d nodes of the semantic network: 

a) if c and dare equivalent, then they ares-unifiable as rep(Cl(c)) 

b) otherwise, there exists c'(resp. d') such that there is a path in 

the semantic network from c (resp. d) to c'(resp. d') involving 

either a similarity link or one or more generalization links and 

such that c'and d'belong to the same equivalence cl邸 s.Then, 

rep{ Cl(c')) s-unifies c and d. 

Thus, for instance, in the semantic network described previously, if we assume 

that animal = rep ({ animal, animall, animal2 }), then the two semantic categories male 
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and hv,man will be s-unifiable as the semantic category animal whereas they would not 

have been unifiable by the usual unification process. 

Moreover, this s-unification can be extended quite easily to the more complex 

type of semantic category that we have described in the first chapter in section I.3.1. 

Let's recall here that a general formulation of a semantic category is of the form : 

S = ([D尻(D州],Dり E・ X・ where D 1s the set of constants explicitly included in S D 1s 

the set of constants explicitly excluded from S and DI is the set of constants represented 

as a Boolean category expression and implicitly included in S. 

Moreover, the following conditions : 

DE n DI = 0 and DXこDI

should be satisfied. 

Hence, we would like to extend our definition of s-unification to the general 

categories described above. 

Definition Let's consider the two general semantic categories : 

S1 = ([D尻 (D入~1)],Dり

名=([D戸 (D入C2)],D勺

"¥i¥7e have defined previously the s-unification of the semantic categories Dli and D互 Let's

denote it D1 = S-UNIF(D凡D句．

Then, let's consider 

where DE~= DE1 -(D広 nDり
-and DE; = DE2 -(DE2 n Dり

D入: = Dふ UDふ

DE = DE~u D酪

Then, S = ([ D互(D州],DI). 1s a general semantic category which s-unifies 

the two general semantic categories considered above. 

N.B. : ¥:¥1e must point out here that the category S = ([ D互(D州],DI) satisfies the 

constraints forced on general semantic categories since 

DX~ か [Dふこ DI1,Dふこ D12and by definition of s-unification for usual se-

mantic categories, D1 is a superset of both D11 andか］

and DE nか=0 [ by considering DE~and D翌 wediscard elements which may 

appear simultaneously in DE1 and DI or in DE2 and DI, thus avoiding redundancies]. 
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For instance, if we want to s-unify the two general semantic categories 

([ {Mary}, ({ John, Toby})), male) 

i.e. an element of that category is either Mary or male but is not John nor Toby (Toby is 

supposed to be a male dog). 

and ([ {Toby, chair}, ({Helen}) ], human) 

i.e. an element of that category is either Toby or a chair or any human being who is not 

Helen. 

"¥Veヽvillobtain as s-unifier of these general categories the general semantic category : 

([ {chair}, ({ John, To by, Helen})), animal) 

i.e. an element of that semantic category is either a chair or an animal which is not 

John nor Toby nor Helen. 

'¥i¥Te can notice that it is no longer necessary to add the constant "Mary" 

explicitly since it is implicitly included in the semantic category animal. On the other 

hand, although "Toby" is explicitly included in the second semantic category, since it is 

explicitly excluded from the first on・e no match, involving "Toby" could possibly succeed 

and thus "Toby" must be explicitly excluded from the general semantic category resulting 

from the s-unification. 

こ)-Mery
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Toby 
John 

I 
Helen 

召
c？ heir 

＼ 
hum en 

mele 
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II.2 S-Unification of Predicates and Clauses 

Hitherto, s-unification has only been defined at the level of the semantic 

network. In order to be able to answer queries, we have to extend this definition at the 

level of predicates and clauses. 

II. 2.1 S-Unification of Predicates 

Here, we assume that a given predicate has only one name. Let P and Q be 

two predicate names. 

1/ If P and Q are variables, they ares-unifiable as P=Q. 

2/ If P=R。isa constant and Q is a variable, they are s-unifiable as Q=R。.

3/ If P=Po and Q=Q。areboth constants, then if R。=Q。theyare s-unifiable 

as R。,otherwise the s-unification is impossible. 

,,re would like to stress here that in our semantic network a predicate is defined 

in the dictionnary by the number of arguments and the semantic constraints holding on 

each of its arguments. Hence, if we consider a binary predicate LIKES(x,y) where x is 

bound to the semantic category male and y to the semantic category female, and another 

binary predicate LIKES*(x,y) where xis bound to the semantic category human and y 

to the semantic category animal, these two predicates -although they may capture the 

same concept -will be considered as distinct and will not be s-unifiable. 

Therefore, predicates should be defined at the highest possible level in the 

netヽvorkhierarchy -that is to say that semantic constraints on arguments of a predicate 

should be restricted as less as possible according to the concept represented by that pred-

icate. for instance, in the example above, the predicate LIKES(x,y) should be restricted 

to x and y both belonging to the semantic category animal. 

Il.2.2 S-Unification of Clauses 

As explained in the first chapter, we have chosen to represent assertions as 

in [Skim,Mink79), that is to say using the extended II-clause representation. For instai1ce, 

the notation 

(a:, x, y) { [P]/ a:, S/x, T /y } 
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means that for every x belonging to the general semantic category S and for every y 

belonging to the general semantic category T, we have the property P(x,y). 

Let's consider bvo extended II-clause 

(a, x, y) { [P]/ a, Si/x, Ti/y } 

((3, z, t) { [Q]//3, S2/z, T2/t} 

¥Ve would like to know under what condition these two clauses are s-unifiable. 

1 / First of all, a necessary condition is that the two predicates P and Q should 

be s-unifiable. 

Let R = S-UNIF (P,Q) be theirs-unifier. 

2/ If the first step is successful, then we can s-unify the general semantic cate-

gories as it has been defined previously : 

S = S-UNIF (S1,Sり

T = S-UNIF (T1 ,T: 砂
Then, the two extended II-clauses are s-unifiable as 

(1, u, v) { [R]/1, S/u, T/v} 

,Ve present below a few examples illustrating the s-unification process of two clauses. 

Example 1 

(a, x, y) { [LIVES]/ a, animal1/x, country/y } 

(/3, z, t) { [LIVES]//3, animal/z, country/t} 

are s-unifiable as : 

(,, u, v) { [LIVES]/,, animal/u, country/v } 

Example 2 

(a, x, y) { [LIVES]/a, human/:x:, country/y } 

((3, z, t) { [P]//3, male/z, country/t} (where Pis a variable) 

are also s-unifiable as : 

(1, u, v) { [LIVES]/,, animal/u, country/v } 
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Notice here that the s-unification is possible only if the predicate LIKES is 

defined at the highest possible level in the network hierarchy, that is as a binary predicate 

whose attributes are taking values in the semantic category animal. 

Thus, the two clauses considered here will only be restrictions of a unique predicate to the 

subcategories human and male. 

Example 3 

(a, x, y) { [LIVES]/a, animal1/x, country/y } 

(/3, z, t) { [WORKS]//3, human/z, country/t } 

are not s-unifiable since LIVES and WORKS denote different predicates. 

In the following chapter, we present an application of this generalized unifi-

cation which allows a better word-to-word correspondence in different languages. 
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III. AN  APPLICATION OF THE GENERALIZED UNIFICATION TO A 
BETTER CORRESPONDENCE AMONG ,VORDS IN DIFFERENT LAN-

GUAGES 

"¥i¥1e will consider、heretwo different examples of word-to-word correspondence 

in different languages. The first one, between French and English, deals with vocabulary 

related to transportation matters envisionned from the point of view of a researcher at-

tending an international conference. The vocabulary has been extracted from samples of 

key-board conversations focusing on that specific situation. This word-to-word correspon-

dence has been implemented in Prolog and the program can be found in Annex 3. 

The second example has been developped between English and Japanese and 

is likely to be easier to understand for japanese people. It underlines the different kinds 

of ambiguities which may arise during the translation from English to Japanese or from 

Japanese to English. This part has not been implemented but obviously enough, the last 

Prolog program of Annex 3 could easily be adaptated to achieve word-to-word correspon-

dence in that setting. 

III. 1 English-French and French-English word-to-word correspondence 

"¥li,Te consider for each language (French and English) a specific semantic 

network related to the domain of transportation matters. 

Since, if the semantic network in the two languages are identical, s-unification is reduced to 

a trivial identification, we will concentrate on the case where the two networks are different 

-the corresponding Prolog program is given in the Prolog Application No2 contained in 

Annex 3. 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 describe respectively the English and the French se-

mantic networks. As shown in these diagrams, each semantic network provides for three 

different views of the semantic category TRANSPORTATION (called TRANSPORT in 

the French network). The first one deals with transportation information parted into 

General Information (Information Generale), Schedule (Horaire) and Country (Pays). 

ぶ101でeover,in the French network, the semantic category Information Genera le is divided 

into the tヽvosemantic categories voyetape -containing words related to the details of a 

trip such as itineraire (route in English) -and voyglobal -which refers only to a trip in 

its whole. 
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The second view expresses the purpose of the trip and distinguishes between 

the semantic categories Business (Travail) and Leisure (Loisir). Eventually, the last Yiew 

deals・with the means of transportation : air (air), sea (mer) or ground (terre) type of 

transportation, the semantic category ground (ierre) being itself divided into rail (rail), 

velしicle(vehicule) and walk (marche). 

In each language, every semantic category contains a set of words of that 

language. Each of these words represents a general concept and has been chosen as a 

representative for the set of synonyms of the language expressing the same concept. 

In Figure 3, we give the list of English and French words (including synonyms) 

that will be considered for the translation process. Given a general English concept -for 

instance cost-, the English synonyms 

{ cost, price, charge, charges, expense, expenses, outlay, expenditure } 

are regrouped and the English word " cost " is chosen as a representative of that gen-

eral concept [ in Figure 3, this word is underlined). 

The French translation of " cost " being the French word " cout ", any of these English 

synonyms are considered to be equivalent as far as translation into French is concerned 

and they will be translated as " cout " in French. 

Conversely the French words 

{ cout, prix, frais, dもpense,dもbours}

are all representing the same French concept cout. 

Thus,~being identified to the French word " cout " during the translation process, they 

will all be tranlated into English by the word " cost ". 
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Besides, if we consider for instance the semantic category BUSINESS, in that 

category the word " travel " has been chosen in order to represent the set of words : 

{ Travel, Trip, Tour, Journey, Distance } 

which are all different ways of expressing the same general concept. 

In that semantic category, any of these words are viewed邸 equivalentas 

far as translation into French is concerned. That is to say that in the context of the 

semantic category BUSINESS, any of these words will be translated in French by the word 

" voyage " . 

However, in the semantic category LEISURE, the general concept of sight-

seeing travel is expressed by the set of words : 

{ Tour, Trip, Excursion, Ramble} 

and is represented by the English word " tour " which will be translated by " excur-

sion" in French. 

Thus, the English word " tour " can be translated in French in two different ways : as 

" voyage" in the semantic category BUSINESS or as" excursion" in the semantic category 

LEISURE. 

Hence, given an English (or a French) word, the Prolog program in Annex 3 

will provide -in a first step -for the set of all possible translations of this word, depending 

on the context. 

For instance, for the English word " tour ", we get two possible French translations : 

(1) as a synonym of " travel" in the semantic category BUSINESS, we obtain 

the・French translation " voyage ". 

(2) as a synonym of " tour " in the semantic category LEISURE, we obtain the 

French translation " excursion ". 

Thus, { Voyage, Excursion } is the set of possible French translations of the English word 

" tour ". Any additional information (semantic knowledge) about what semantic category 

should be considered、villhelp to rule out some of these possibilities. 
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"¥i¥「edefine above under which conditions an English translation of a given 

French word will be semantically correct. Quite obviously, the same definition applies to 

define conversely the semantically correct French translations of a given English word. 

Definition 

An English word will be a semantically correct translation for a given French 

word if it fulfills the following conditions : 

Example 

(1) This word is among the possible English translations of the French word. 

(2) If we possess some extended knowledge about the semantic category to which 

the French word belongs, then : 

(a) if the semantic category to which the French word belongs can 

be matched with a semantic category of the English semantic 

network, then the English word must belong to that semantic 

category or to one of its subcategories. 

(b) othen,:,rise, we go upwards in the French semantic network until 

we find a French semantic category which can be matched with 

an English semantic category. Then, the English word must 

belong to that semantic category or to one of its subcategories. 

Let's consider the English word " tour" in the Prolog program (Application 

No 2) in Annex 3. eqvfr (tour, Y) provides for all the French possible translations, i.e. 

. _ we obtain : 

{ Voyage, Excursion } 

Moreover, if we have the information : 

wdcat (tour, ieisure) 

we can discard some of the possible translations above and eftrad(tour, Y) provides for 

the unique semantically correct French translation " excursion'). 

Other examples are given at the end of the program in Annex 3. 
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III.2 English-Japanese and Japanese-English word-to-word correspondence 

This example has been elaborated for the presentation of these results a.t the 

conference in Hokkaido since the attendance of that conference was mainly japanese. 

As far as translation from Japanese to English and from English to Japanese 

is concerned, we can distinguish tヽvokinds of ambiguities. 

First of all, the Japanese language contains a lot of homonyms i.e. words 

whose pronunciation is identical but whose meaning is different. These homonyms can be 

easily recognized at the level of the written language since their kanjis are different. 

However, since we are interested in conversational speech, the meaning of a word will have 

to be extracted from the context in order to distinguish among the homonyms. 

For instance, the English word " distance " can be translated in Japanese by 

" kankaku " which means " interval " but which can also mean " sensation ". Similarly, 

the word " form " (registration form) is translated in Japanese by " youshi " which can 

also mean " gist " (the main point of a speech). 

This type of ambiguity has not been illustrated in the following example but it will clearly 

have to be considered in a future application. 

The second type of ambiguity -which has already been considered in the 

English-French and French-English application -concerns words who may have different 

meanings depending on the context. 

Thus, for instance, if the English word " way " means " path " it will be translated 

in Japanese by " mitchi " whereas if it should be・understood as " method " it will be 

translated by " houhou ". 

In the following example, Figure 4 presents the English semantic network 

and Figure 5 the Japanese semantic network that have been selected to classify vocabulary 

related to the domain of conference matters. 
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In that example, the English word " presentation " will be translated in 

Japanese by : 

a/ " shoukai " if it is a synonym of " introduction ". 

b/ "happyou" if it is a synonym of " talk ". 

Therefore, if some semantic knowledge telling that "presentation" belongs to the semantic 

category organization is available, since in the Japanese semantic network 

S-UNIF (General-info, Organization) # Organization 

we discard " shoukai " as a possible Japanese translation. 

Thus, by taking into account the additional semantic knowledge, we obtain 

the unique Japanese translation " happyou " for the English word " presentation "。

III.3 Conclusion 

As underlined by the two examples considered above, the s-unification process 

helps disambiguating word-to-word correspondence in different languages, thus providing 

for a better translation process. 
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CONCLUSION AND 

FURTHER RESEARCH PROSPECTS 

Indeed, the generalized similarity unification presented here allows us to take 

advantage of semantical knowledge formalized by the semantic network presented in the 

first chapter. This formalization is very po,verful and very convenient since it provides for 

different views of the same set of objects and allows to narrow the search space during the 

query answermg process. 

Moreover, we illustrated in the last chapter how the similarity unification 

could be applied towards a better word-to-word correspondence in different languages. 

Indeed, the semantic knowledge can then be used to discard some possible translations of 

a given word, thus providing for disambiguation of the word translation process. 

Hitherto, that extra semantic knowledge has to be artificially introduced into 

the semantic network. Therefore, a further step for this research topic would be to consider 

full sentences or full part of speech on which some deductive process adding automatically 

that semantic knoヽvledgecould be elaborated. 

Moreover, since semantic networks provide for a model of the organization 

of the human memory, I feel that their insertion into a neural network modeling human 

brains in order to achieve automatic translation should turn out to be profitable. 
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ANNEX No 1 

In this section, -ヽ,.;epresent the semantic graph which has been elaborated for 

dealing、vithtopics concerning the conference domain. 

This graph has been elaborated after consultation of samples of English key-

board dialogue concerning that domain. The main occuring words have been listed and 

the structure of the semantic graph has been constructed according to that list and accord-

ing to some features that should be stressed (for instance, the origin of people attending 

the conference represented through the hierachy of A ttendance2 is motivated by statistics 

purposes and also because usually the fee depends on the origin and the status of people). 

This representation does not pretend to be the best one, however I think it 

could be used with profit during the inference process as far as conference matters are 

concerned. 
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ANNEX No 2 

This section contains a sample of the article that I presented at the confer-

ence of the "Information Processing Society of Japan" held in Hokkaido on the 28-30th 

September 1987. 
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Redefining Unification in Semantic Networks 
towards Natural Language Understanding 

1817 

Nadine Leratt Teruaki Aizawa 
ATR Interpreting Telephony Research Laboratories 

1. Introduction 

Semantic networks serve as a guide for 
information retrieval and thus turn out to 
be suitable for natural language under-
standing. In that prospect, the semantic 
network proposed in [McSk,Mk] is 
particularly attractive since it supports 
the full power of expression of predicate 
calculus and contributes to narrowing the 
search space during the deductive process. 

We define a less restrictive semantic 
network that may handle some cases of 
information incompleteness. 

However, the usual unification based 

on "exact" matching cannot be applied to 
such a semantic network. Hence, we define 
a similarity unification (s-unification in 
sho_rt) based on "similar" matching, where 
a similarity relation in the semantic 
network links two nodes representing 
different views (i.e. different partitions) of 
the same concept. This s-unification is 
later used for defining a generalized 

unification at the level of clauses. 

2. The Semantic Network (S) 

A semantic network S is a finite tree 
whose nodes are intensions of concepts (i.e. 

their meaning as opposed to their 
extension -set of objects belonging to 
them, [J an,Sw]) linked by labeled arcs 

specifying two types of relations: 

(1) A node c is a "generalization" of a node 
d if the underlying extension of c 
contains the underlying extension of d. 
Then, the arc is labeled by "g". 

(2)A node c is "similar" to a node d if their 
underlying extensions are equal. In that 
case, the arc is labeled by "s". 
The similarity relation allows different 

nodes to represent the same concept, which 
corresponds to different views of that 
concept. 

For instance, in the following semantic 
network "attendl" and "attend2" both 

represent the attendance of a conference 
but "attendl" distinguish between 

"speaker" and "listener" whereas 
"attend2" discriminate people w.r.t. their 
origin "company" or "university". 

Notice that here, unlike in [McSk, Mk], 
an element of the extension of 

"attendance" has not to be classified either 
as company or university staff, thus being 
more flexible for extensions of concepts. 

3. Similarity Unification 
First of all, we define an equivalence 

relation on the set of semantic categories 

tintern Student of Ecole N ationale Superieure des Telecommunications, Paris France 

自然言語理解のための意味ネットワークを用いたユニフィケーションの一般化

留良那伝（ルラナディン）、相沢輝昭

ATR自動翻訳電話研究所
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(nodes of the semantic network) such that 
two nodes linked by a "s" arc belong to the 
same equivalence class. 
In each equivalence class C, we select a 
unique node of the semantic network, 
rep(C), that will represent that class. 

Henceforth, we define the s-unification 
at the level of the semantic network S as 
follows: 
(1) Two variables x and y are unifiable as 
x = y'where x'= rep (Cl(x)) (resp. 
y'= rep (Cl(y))) denotes the unique 

representative of the equivalence class 
containing x (resp. y). 

(2) A constant "male" and a variable x are 
unifiable as x'= rep (Cl(male)) where 
x'is defined as before and where 
rep(Cl(male)) denotes the unique 
representative of the equivalence class 

containing male. 
(3) For two constant c and d, nodes of S: 

a) if c and dare equivalent, then they are 
unified as rep (Cl(c)); 
b) otherwise, there exists c'(resp. d') 
such that there is a path in 8 from c 
(resp. d) to c'(resp. d') involving 
either a similarity link or one or more 
generalization links and c'and d'are 
equivalent. Then, rep (Cl(c')) unifies c 

andd. 
This s-unifica tion can easily be 

extended to more complex semantic 
categories -introduced in [McSk,Mk] -as 

([{Tom}, ({Brown})], speaker), 

which denotes "either Tom or a speaker, 

Brown excepted". 

4. General Unification of Clauses 
A clause (a) x, y) I {[P]la, Six, T!y} 

means that for any x in Sandy in T, (S, T 
may be complex categories), P(x,y) is true. 

Therefore, in order to unify two 

clauses, we unify the predicates in the 
usual way (i.e. assuming uniqueness of 
predicate names, they are unifiable unless 
they denote different predicate names) and 
then replace the semantic categories by 

theirs-unifier .defined above. 

52 

For instance, in the network described 
in Fig.I, the two clauses: 

(a, x, y) I {ATTEND/a, speaker/x, conf/y} 
(b, z, t) I {ATTEND!b, univ.staff/z, conf/t} 

are unifiable as : 

(c, u, v I {ATTEND!c, attendance/u, conf/v} 

since "speaker" and "univ .staff'are s-
unifiable as "attendance" (whereas they 
could not be unified by the usual concept). 

5. Implementation and Research 
Prospect 

The s-unification, discarding unmatch-
able literals w.r.t. the semantic network, 
narrows the search space in the resolution 
process. 

Moreover, since the same concept may 
be viewed in many different ways, it is of 
crucial importance to include such a 
similarity in the semantic network. 

Presently, we are investigating an 
application in Prolog of this unification 
process for word to word correspondence in 
different languages. For instance, the 
English verb /mow may be conveyed by 
savoir or connaftre in French andしhes-
unification should help manipulating such 
a correspondence. ・ 

Indeed, the similarity relation that we 
introduced is likely to turn out to be very 
helpful in a machine translation system. 
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thank Dr.Akira Kurematsu, President of 

ATR Interpreting Telephony Research 
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ANNEX No 3 

In this section, we present a few Prolog programs which achieve the gener-

alized s-unification and word-to-word correspondence from English to French and from 

French to English in a specific domain (namely transportation matters). 

，
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This small prolog program achieves the "similarity unification" of semantic 

categor'ies. The semantic network provides for a semantic description of human 

beings and more speclfically of the attendance of a conference. 

Since this has been elaborated in order to be used within the conference 

domain, several views of the attendance are considered. 

% member(X,Y). 
% X Is a member of Y 

member(X ,[XI_]). 
member(X,[_1Y]) :- member(X,Y). 

% rep(X,Y). 
% X represent the equivalence class Y 

rep(universe,[universe]). 

rep(animate,[animate]). 

rep(inanimate,[inanimate]). 

rep(human,[human ,human I ,human2]). 

Two views of the semantic category "human" are envislonned. 

rep(non-buman,[non-human]). 

rep(confmemb,[confme渭 b])• 
rep(outconf,[outconf]). 

1•ep(committee,[commlttee]). 
rep (attendance ,[attendance ,at ten dance I ,a ttendance2 ,at tendance3]). 

We consider here three different partitionning of the attendance of a 

conference. 

rep(chai!'man,[cha!rman]). 

rep(member ,[member]). ・ 

rep(male ,[male]). 

rep(female ,[female]). 

rep(speake1・,[speake!']). 

rep(1 istener ,[ 1 istener]). 

rep (! n V i t SP k'[ i n Vi tsp k J) . 
rep(otherspk,[otherspk]). 

rep(compstaff ,[compstaff]). 

!'ep(un!vstaff,[unlvstaff]). 

rep(lndepdt,[indepdt]). 

rep(unlvstudt,[unlvstudt]). 

rep(univmemb,[univmemb]). 

・rep(foreigner,[foreigner]). 

rep(local ,[local]). 

% subset(X,Y). 
% X is a subset of Y 

This predicate defines the hierarchy among semantic categories of the semantic 

network. 

subset(animate,universe). 

subset(inanimate,universe). 

subset(human,animate). 

subset(non-human,animate). 

subset(male,humanl). 

subset(female,humanl). 

The first "view" of human distinguishes between "male" and "female", whereas 

the second view distinguishes between "confmemb" (i.e. people attending the 

conference) and "outconf" (people who do not belong to the conference) . 
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subset(confmemb,human2). 

subset(outconf ,human2). 

subset (committee, con f memb). 

subset(attendance,confmemb). 

subset(chairman,committee). 

subset(member,commlttee). 

subset(speaker,attendancel). 

subset (11 stener, attendance I). 

subset(lnvltspk,speaker). 

subset (otherspk ,speaker). 

The first view of the attendance of the conference focuses on the role played 

by the person attending the conference: speaker (spilt into invited speakers 

(!nvltspk) and others) or ordinary attendance (listener). 

subset (compsta ff ,at tendance2). 

subset(unlvstaff ,attendance2). 

subset(lndepdt ,attendance2). 

subset(unlvstudt ,un!vstaff). 

subset(univmemb,univmemb). 

The second view of "attendance" discriminates people according to their working 

o!'ig!n: company (compstaff), university (un!vstaff) or independent individuals 

(indepdt). Moreovel', university staff is split in students and others (for fee 

distinction, for instance). 

subset (fore i gnet',at tendance3), 

subset(local ,attendance3). 

The third partition of attendance d!scr!m!nates people according to where they 

come from. Obviously, we have considered here three different partitions of 

the same set of people which is represented by the semantic category 

''attendance". 

% eqsub(X,Y). 
% sub! ink from X to Y 

eqsub(X,Y} :- rep(Z,T), member(X,T), subset(Z,Y). 

eqsub(X,Y) :- subset(X,Z), rep(U,T), member(Y,T), member(Z,T). 

eqsub(-X,Y) :- rep(U,T), member(X,T), subset(U,Z), eqsub(Z,Y). 

% unify(X,Y,Z). 

% Z unifies X and Y 

unify(X,Y-,Z) :- rep(Z,T), member(X,T), member(Y,T). 

unlfy(X,Y,Z) :- eqsub(X,Y}, rep(Z,T), member(Y,T)。

unify(X,Y,Z) :- eqsub(Y,X), rep(Z,T), member(X,T)。

unify(X,Y,Z) :- eqsub(X,U), eqsub(Y,V), unify(U,V,Z)。

Thus, the!'e exists a sublink from the semantic cntego!'Y X to tbe semantic 

category Y If, in the semantic network, we can link - using s-Iinks and g-links 

but at least one g-Jink - the semantic category Y to X. 

Then, given to semantic categories X and Y, "unify" provides for their 

''most genera I u n i f i er " , that i s to say f or the f i rs t s em ant i c ca t ego r y i n th e 

netwol'k !'egrouping the semantic knowledge contained in X and Y. 

Fol'instance, if we want to unify the semantic categories "speaker" and 

"univstaff" we have to ―'go upwards''in the semantic network until we find 

a semantic category on which both of these semantic knowledges can be defined 

ヽ
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here we get''attendance" as a unifier). 

% not(P) 
% not(P) Is false If P is true 

not(P) :- P, I, fall. 

not(_). 
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PROLOG APPLICATION No 1 

This prolog program illustrates the use of similarity unification towards a 

better word-to-word correspondence between French and English. 

The French and the English semantic networks considered here are奴ientical

and correspond to the semantic network described in Figure 1 in the third part of the 

report. 
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This prolog program illustrates the process of similarity unification when 

the English and French semantic networks are identical. 

% member(X,Y). 
% X is a member of Y 

member(X,[XI_]). 

member(X,[_IY]) :- member(X,Y). 

% rep(X,Y). 
% the semantic category X represents the equivalence class of sem cat Y 

rep (tr an sp t t ion , [trans pt t ion , trans pt ti on I , tr an SP t ¥ i Op 2 , t :an SP t ti on 3]) , 

rep{generalinfo,[generallnfo]).・ 

rep(schedule,[schedule]). 

rep(country,[country]). 

rep(buslness,[buslness]). 

rep(leisure,[leisure]). 

rep(aireng,[aireng]). 

rep(sea,[sea]). 

rep(ground, [ground]). 

rep (,・a i I en g , [ r a i I en g J) . 

rep(vehicle,[vehicle]). 

rep(walkcat,[walkcat]). 

rep(transport, [transport, transport I, transport2, transport3]). 

rep(infgene,[infgene]). 

rep(horairecat ,[horairecat]). 

rep(pays,[pays]). 

rep(travai l ,[travai I]). 

rep (Io is i r, [Io is i r J) . 
rep(airfr,[airfr]). 

rep(mer,[mer]). 

rep(terre,[te!'re]). 

rep (ra i If r , [ ra i If r]) . 

rep(vehicule,[vehicule]). 

rep(marcheapied,[marcheapied]). 

The English and the French semantic networks provide fo several views of 

the semantic category "transportation" (called "transport" in the French 

network). 

In both networks, the first view of "transportation" represents ge・neral 

information, the second view is !'elated to the purpose of the trip and the 

third one distinguishes the diffei-ent means of ti-ansportation. 

% subset(X,Y). 
% The semantic category X is a subset of the semantic category Y 

subset(general info ,transpttionl). 

subset(schedule,transpttionl). 

subset (count1•y, transpt ti on I). 
subset(business,transpttion2). 

subset (I e i sure, transpt ti on2). 

subset (a i reng, transpt ti on3). 

subset(sea,transpttion3). 

subset(ground,transpttion3). 

subset(rai leng,ground). 

subset(vehicle,ground). 

subset (wa l kca t ,g1'ound). 
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subset(infgene,transportl). 

subset (hora i reca t, transport I). 

subset(pays,transportl). 

subset (tra va i I , tra nsport2). 

subset (Io is Ir, transpol't2). 

subset(airfr,transport3). 

subset(mer,transpo!'t3). 

subset(terre,transport3). 

subset(rai lfr,t~rre). 
subset(vehicule,terre). 

subset(ma!'Cheapied ,terre). 

% eqsub(X,Y). 
% sub! ink from the semantic category X to the semantic category Y 

eqsub(X,Y) :- rep(Z,T), member(X,T), subset(Z,Y). 

eqsub(X,Y) :- subset(X,Z), rep(U,T), member(Y,T), member(Z,T). 

eqsub(X,Y) :- rep(U,T), member(X,T), subset(U,Z), eqsub(Z,Y). 

There exists a sublink from X to Y if, in the semantic network, we can 

find a path from the semantic category Y to the semantic category X involving 

at least one g-l!nk and possibly some s-l!nks. 

,
¥
 

% unify(X,Y,Z). 
% the sem cat Z unifies the sem cat X and Y 

unify(X,Y,Z) :- rep(Z,T), member(X,T), member(Y,T). 

unify(X,Y,Z) :- eqsub(X,Y), rep(Z,T), member(Y,T). 

unify(X,Y,Z) :- eqsub(Y,X), rep(Z,T), member(X,T). 

unify(X,Y,Z) :- eqsub(X,U), eqsub(Y,V), un!fy(U,V,Z). 

Given two semantic categories X and Y, "unify" ppovides for their "most 

general unifier", that is to say for the first semantic category in the network 

which regroups the semantic knowledge contained in X and Y. 

The following predicate "id" identifies the semantic category X of the 

French network with the corresponding semantic category Yin the English 
network. 

% !d(X,Y). 

% Y is the sem cat of the English network corresponding to the sem cat X in 

the French network 

id(transport,transpttion). 

id(inf gene ,general info). 

id(horairecat,schedule). 

id(pays,country). 

id(travai I ,business). 

id(loisir,Jeisure). 

id(airfl',aireng}. 

id(mer,sea). 

id (terre, ground). 

id(rai lfl',rai Ieng). 

id(vehicule,vehicle). 

id(marcheapied ,walkcat). 

id (X, Y) Pep(U,T), member(X,T), rep(V,S), member(Y,S), id(U,V). 
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% freng(X,Y). 
% Y is the English equivalent of the French word X 

freng(arrivee,arrival). 

freng(depart,departure). 

freng(horaire,tlmetable). 

freng(cout ,cost). 

freng(distance ,distance). 

freng(chemln,way). 

freng(It i nera ire ,route). 

f re n g (v o ya g e , t t'a v e I) . 

freng(excurslon,tour). 

freng(etats-unis,unlted-states). 

freng(Japon,Japan). 

fl'eng(france ,france). 

freng(outremer,overseas). 

freng(avlon,plane). 

freng(vol ,flight). 

fr'eng(aero port ,airport). 

freng(bateau ,boat). 

freng(traversee, voyage). 

freng(gare ,stat I on). 

freng(traln,traln). 

freng(metro,subway). 

freng(auto,car). 

freng(taxl ,taxi). 

freng(bus,bus). 

freng(marche,walk). 

% repfr(X,Y). 
% X is an English word representing the set of English words Y each of them 

corresponding to the same french general concept 

rep f I'(t l met ab I e , [ t Im et ab I e , sch ed u I e]) . 

repfr(cost,[cost,price,charge,charges,expense,expenses,outlay,expenditure]). 

repf!'(d!stance,[distance,!nterval]). 

rep fr(way, [way ,road ,pa th ,route]). 

re pf r(route-e , [route-e , route , it! ne ra ry]) . 

t'e p fr (tr ave I , [tr ave I , tr i p , tour , j o u I'n e y , d is tan c e]) . 

repfr(tour-l ,[tour-1,tour ,trip ,excursion ,ramble]). 

repfr(united-states,[un!ted-states,united-states-of-america,usa,us,america]). 

repfr(plane,[plane,aeroplane,aircraft]). 

repfr(boat ,[boat ,ship]). 

repfr(tra!n ,[train ,rai !way-train]). 

repf!'(subway ,[subway ,underground ,tube]). 

rep fl'(car, [car ,a uto!Jl.ob i I e]). 

repfr(taxi ,[taxi ,tax!-cab,cab]). 

repfr(bus,[bus,coach]). 

rep fr(wa I k , [ wa I k , w a I king , s tr o I I]) . 

The set of words Y above regroups English synonyms corresponding to the 

same general concept in French and the English word Xis chosen to represent 

this concept. Hence, an English word, "route" for instance, may be inter•preted 
in several different ways, i.e. either as a synonym of "'way" or as a synonym of 

"route-e" (this notation was necessary since''route" can also be a French 

word), and will be translated differently depending on the context. 

Conversely, as shown above, in the French semantic network, French words 

are regrouped according to the same English genel'al concept and similarly a 

French representative for that concept is selected. 

% repeng(X,Y). 

% X is a French word representing the set of French words Y each of them 

corresponding to the same engl lsh general concept 
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re pen g (ho r a.ire , [ho ra ire , ind i cat e u r , em p Io i -du -temps]) . 

repeng(cout,[cout,prix,frais,depense,debours]). 

repeng(distance,[distance,eloignement]). 

repeng(chemin,[chemin,route,trajet]). 

repeng(ltineraire,[ltlneraire,route,parcours]). 

repeng(voyage,[voyage,trajet]). 

repeng(excurslon,[excursion,tour,voyage,randonnee,promenade]). 

repeng(etats-unis,[etats-unls,etats-unis-d-amerique,usa,us,amerlque]). 

repeng(avion,[avion,aeroplane]). 

repeng(bateau,[bateau,navireJ). 

r・epeng (tra versee, [ tra versee, voyage-par-mer J). 

re pe ng (auto , [auto , auto mob i le , v o I tu re]) . 

repeng(bus,[bus,autobus,car,autocar]). 

repeng(marche,[marche,promenade-a-pied,tour]). 

着

% wdcat(X,Y). 
% X is a word of the semantic category Y 

wd cat (cost , gen er a I Info) . 

wdcat(distance,generalinfo). 

wdcat(way ,genera I info). 

wdcat(route,generalinfo). 

wdcat(arrival .schedule). 

wdcat(departur-e,schedule). 

wdcat(timetable,schedule). 

wdcat(unlted-states,country). 

wdcat(japan ,country). 

wdcat(france,country). 

wdcat(overseas,country). 

wdcat(travel ,business). 

wdcat(tour, leisure). 

wdcat(plane,aireng). 

wdcat(fl ight ,aireng)。

wdcat(airport,aireng). 

wdcat(boat ,sea). 

wdcat(voyage ,sea). 

wdcat(statlon,ra!leng). 

wdcat(traln ,rai Ieng). 

wdcat(subway ,ral Ieng). 

wdcat(car,vehicle)~- • 

wdcat(taxi ,vehicle). 

wdcat(bus,vehicle). 

wdcat(walk,walkcat). 

wdca t (cout, I nfgene). 

wdca t (di stance, i nfgene). 

wdcat(chemin,infgene). 

wdcat(itineraire,infgene). 

wdcat(arrivee,horairecat). 

wdca t (depart ,hara i Peca t). 

wdcat(horaire,horairecat). 

wdcat(etats-unis,pays). 

wdcat(japan ,pays). 

wdcat(france,pays). 

wdca t (outremer ,pays). 
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wdcat(voyage,travai I). 

11dcat(excurs!on.loisir). 

wdcat(avion,airfr). 

wdcat(vol ,airfr). 

wdcat(aeroport ,airfr). 

wdcat(bateau ,mer). 

wdcat(traversee,mer). 

wdcat(gare,ral !fr). 

wdcat(traln,rai !fr). 

w d cat (metro , 1・a I I fr) . 

w d cat (auto , v eh I cu I e) • 
wdcat(taxl ,vehlcule). 

wdcat(bus,vehicule). 

wdcat(marche,marcheapied). 

Here, every French and Enlish word previously selected as a representative 

of a general concept Is related to a semantic category of the Fl'ench and 

English networks respectively, 

% eqveng{X,Y). 
% Y is among the possible English equivalents for the French word X 

eqveng(X,Y) :- 1•epeng(Z,T), member(X,T), freng(Z,Y). 

% fetrad(X,Y). 
% Y is the English translation of the French word X 
fetrad(X,Y) :- wdcat(X,S), eqveng(X,Y), fl'eng(Z,Y), wdcat(Z,T), unify(S,T,S). 

Whereas "eqveng" provides for al I the possible translations of the French 

word X, "fetrad" gives only the English translations which are consistent 

with the semantic knowledge we have on X. 

Conversely, "eqvfr" provides for all the possible French translations of 

the English word X and "eftrad" !'educes that set to the English translations 

consistent with our semantic knowledge of X. 

% eqvfr(X,Y). 

% Y is among the possible French equivalents for the English word X 

e q v f r (X , Y) : - I'e pf r (Z , T) , member (X , T) , f re n g (Y , Z) . 

% eftrad(X,Y). 

% X i s t h e Fr e n c h t r an s I a t i o n o f t he E n g I i sh w o I'd Y 

eftl'ad(X,Y) :- wdcat(X,S), eqvf!'(X,Y), freng(Y,Z), wdcat(Z,U), unify(S,U,S). 

% not(P) 

% not(P) is false if P is true 

not(P) :- P,!,fail. 

not(_). 
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PROLOG APPLICATION No 2 
~ 

This prolog program illustrates the use of similarity unification towards a 

better word-to-word correspondence between French and English. 

The French and the English semantic networks considered here are different 

as it is described in Figure 1 and Figure 2 in the third part of the report. 
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This prolog programm illustrates the process of similarity unification when 

the English and French semantic networks are different. 

% member(X,Y). 
% X is a member of Y 

member(X,[X1_]). 
member(X,[_IY]) :- member(X,Y). 

% rep(X,Y). 
% the semantic category X represents the equivalence class of sem cat Y 

rep (tr a nsp t t ion , [trans pt t Ion , trans pt ti on 1 , tr ans pt ti on 2 , trans pt t I on 3]) . 

rep (genera I Info , [ gen er a I Info]) . 

rep(schedule,[schedule]). 

rep(country,[country]). 

rep(bus!ness,[business]). 

rep(le!sure,[leisure]). 

rep(aireng,[alreng]). 

rep(sea,[sea]). 

rep(ground,[gl'ound]). 

rep(ra I leng ,[rai leng]). 

rep(vehlcle,[vehicle]). 

rep(walkcat,[walkcat]). 

rep(transpo!'t, [transport, transport I, transport2, transport3]). 

rep(infgene,[infgene]). 

!'ep(voyetape,[voyetape]). 

rep(voyglobal ,[voyglobal]). 

rep(hol'alrecat ,[hora!recat])。

rep(pays,[pays]). 

rep(trava i 1, [trava I I]). 

rep (1 o is i r , [ 1 o is i r J) . 
l'ep(airfr,[airfl']). 

rep(mer,[mer]). 

l'e p (t e 1・r e , [ t er re]) . 

rep(!'a I I fr ,[ra i I fr]). 

rep(vehicule,[vehicule]). 

rep(marcheapled,[marcheapied]). 

The English and the French semantic networks provide for several views of 

the semantic category "transportation" (cal led "transport" in the French 

network) . 

In both netwot'ks, the first view represents general information, the second 

view is related to the purpose and the third one distinguishes the different 

means of t1・ansportation. 

% subset(X,Y). 
% The semantic category X is a subset of the semantic category Y 

subset(general info ,transpttionl). 

subs e t (sch e d u I e , t I'ans pt t i on I) . 

subset(country,transpttionl). 

subset(business,transpttion2). 

subset (I e i sure , t 1・ans pt t i on 2) . 

subset(aireng,transpttion3). 

subset(sea ,transpttion3). 

subset(ground,transpttion3). 
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subset(rai Ieng ,ground). 

subset (vehicle ,ground). 

subset(walkcat ,ground). 

subset (i nfgene, transport I). 

subset (voyet ape, inf gene). 

subset(voyglobal ,lnfgene). 

subs e t (ho r a i I'e ca t , trans p or t I) . 

subset(pays,tl'ansportl). 

subset (tra va I I , transport2). 

subset(lolsir,transport2). 

subset(alrfr,transport3). 

subset(mer',transport3). 

subset(terre,transport3). 

subset(ral lfr,terre). 

s u b s e t (v eh I c u I e , t e r re) . 

subset(marcheapled,terre). 

In that case, the two semantic networks are slightly different since in 

the French netwo!'k the semantic category "infgene" -co!'respond!ng to the 

semantic categol'Y "general Info" in the English network - Is subdlvlsed Into 

two semantic categories "voyetape" and "voyglobal" distinguishing whether we 

consldel'a trip as a whole or In details (considering the route and transfer 

schedule for instance). 

し／ ＼ 

% eqsub(X,Y). 
% sublink from the semantic category X to the semantic category Y 

eqsub(X,Y) :- 1•ep(Z,T), membel'(X,T), subset(Z,Y). 

eqsub(X,Y) :- subset(X,Z), rep(U,T), member(Y,T), 

eqsub(X,Y) :- rep(U,T), membe!'(X,T), subset(U,Z), 

member(Z,T). 

eqsub(Z,Y). 

There exists a sublink from X to Y if, in the semantic network, we can 

find a path from the semantic category Y to the semantic category X involving 

at least one g-link and possibly some s-llnks. 

% unify(X,Y,Z). 

% the sem cat Z unifies the sem cat X and Y 

unify(X,Y,Z) :- rep(Z,T), membe!'(X,T), member(Y,T). 

・-unify(X,Y,Z) :- eqsub(X,Y), 1•ep(Z,T), member(Y,T). 

unify(X,Y,Z) :- eqsub(Y,X), J'ep(Z,T), member(X,T). 

unify(X,Y,Z) :- eqsub(X,U), eqsub(Y,Y), unify(U,V,Z). 

Given two semantic categories X and Y, "unify" provides for their "most 

general unifier", that is to say for the first semantic category in the network 

which regroups the semantic knowledge contained in X and Y. 

The following predicate "id" identifies the semantic catego!'Y X of the 

French netwo!'k with the co1-respondi11g semantic category Yin the English 

network, whenever it is possible. 

% id(X,Y). 

% Y is the sem cat of 

the French network 

id(transport ,t!'anspttion). 

id(inf gene ,general info). 

the English network cor1-espond ing to the sem cat 
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id(horairecat ,schedule). 

id(pays,country). 

id(travai I ,business). 

id(loisir, leisure). 

id(airfr,aireng). 

id(mer ,sea). 

ld(terre,ground). 

id(ral lfr,ral Ieng). 

id(vehicule,vehicle). 

id(marcheapied ,walkcat). 

% freng(X,Y). 
% Y is the Engl !sh equivalent of the French word X 

freng(arrl vee ,arr! val). 

freng(depart,departure). 

freng(horaire,timetable). 

freng(cout ,cost). 

f ren g (d i stance , d Is tan ce) . 

freng(chemin ,way). 

fl'eng(itineraire,route-e). 

freng(voyage, tra ve I). 

freng (excursion, tour-I). 

freng(etats-unis,unlted-states). 

freng(Japon, Japan). 

fl'eng(france,france). 

freng(outremer,overseas). 

freng(avion,plane). 

freng(vol ,flight). 

freng(aeroport ,airport). 

freng(bateau ,boat). 

freng(traversee, voyage). 

freng(gare ,station). 

freng(train,train). 

freng(metro ,subway). 

freng(auto,car). 

fl'eng(taxi ,taxi). 

freng(bus,bus). 

freng(marche ,walk). 

% repfr(X,Y). 
% X is an English word representing the set of English words Y each of them 

corresponding to the same french general concept 

・repfr{timetable,[timetable,schedule]). 
repfr(cost,[cost,price,charge,charges,expense,expenses,outlay,expenditure]). 

rep fr(distance , [di stance , int er va I]) • 
repfr(way,[way,road,path,route]). 

rep fl'(route-e, [route-e ,route, itinerary]). 

rep fr(tr ave I , [ tr ave I , tr i p , tour , j our n e y , d i stance J) . 
repfr(tour-l ,[tour-I ,tour,trip,excursion,ramble]). 

rep f r(u n i t e d -st a t es , [ u n i t e d -states , u n i t e d -states -o f -am e I'i ca , us a , us、america]).
rep fr (p I an e , [ p I an e , aero p I a ne , a i ,-craft]) . 

,, e p f r (b o a t , [ b o a t . s h i p]) . 

rep fr(train , [ t ra in , ra i I way -t !'a in]) . 

repfr(subway,[subway,underground,tube]). 

rep fl'(ca!', [car , auto mob i I e]) . 

repfr(taxi ,[taxi ,taxi-cab,cab]). 

repfr(bus,[bus,coach]). 

!'e pf r(rn I k , [ wa I k , w a I king , st r o I I]) . 

The set of words Y above regroups English synonyms corresponding to the 

same general concept in French and the English word X is chosen to represent 
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this concept. Hence, an English word, •·route" for instance. may be interμreted 

i n s e v e r a I d i f f e r e n t~a y s , i . e . e i t h er a s a s y n o n y m o f•·11 a y " o r a s a s Y n o n Y m o f 

.. I'o u t e -e•·(t h i s n o ta t i o n w a s n e c es s a r y s i n c e ,. r o u t e " ca n a I so be a French 

word), and will be translated differently depending on the context. 

Conversely, as shown above, in the French semantic network, French words 

are t'egrouped according to the same English general concept and similarly a 

French represent at Ive for that concept is selected. ＂ 

% repeng(X,Y). 
% X is a French word representing the set of French words Y each of them 

corresponding to the same englisli general concept 
rep en g (h or a i ,, e , [ ho r a i re , i n d i cat e u r , em p I o i -d u -temps]) . 

repeng(cout,[cout,prix,frais,depense,debours]). 

repeng(distance,[distance,eloignement]). 

repeng(chemin,[chemin,route-f,trajet]). 

repeng(itineraire,[itineraire,route-f,parcours]). 

repeng (voyage, [vo~'age, tra jet]). 
repeng (excu1-s ion, [excursion, toUJ、-f,voyage,randonnee,promenade]). 

repeng(etats-unis,[etats-unis,etats-unis-d-amerique,usa,us,amerique]). 

re pen g (av i on , [av i on , aero p I an e J) . 
repeng(bateau,[bateau,navire]). 

repeng(traversee,[traversee,voyage-par-mer])。

repeng(auto ,[auto ,automobile ,vol ture]). 

repeng(bus,[bus,autobus,car,autocar]). 

repeng(marche,[marche,promenade-a-pied,tour-f]). 

% wdcat(X,Y). 
% Xis a word of the semantic category Y 

wdcat(cost ,general info). 

wdcat(distance ,general info). 

wdcat(way,generalinfo). 

wdcat(route-e,general info). 

wdcat(route ,genera I info). 

wdcat(anival ,schedule). 

w d ca t (de pa rt u 1-e , sch e du l e) . 

wdcat(timetable,schedule). 

wdcat(united-states,country). 

wdcat(japan,country). 

wdca t (france ,country). 

wdcat(overseas ,country). 

--w d ca t (tr ave I , bus i n es s) . 

wdcat(tour-1,leisure). 

wdca t (tour, I e i sure). 

wdcat(plane,alreng). 

wdcat(fl ight ,aireng). 

wdcat(airport,aireng). 

wdcat(boat ,sea). 

wdca t (voyage ,sea). 

wdcat(stat ion .ra i Ieng). 

w d ca t (t r a i n , l'a i I e n g) . 

wdca t (subway ,ra i Ieng). 

wdcat(car.vehicle). 

wdcat(taxi ,vehicle). 

wdcat(bus,vehicle). 

wdcat(wa lk ,wa I kcat). 
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11dcat(cout,infgene). 

wdcat(distance,infgene). 

wdcat(trajet,infgene). 

wdcat(itineraire,voyetape). 

wdcat(route-f,voyetape). 

wdcat(chemin ,voyglobal). 

wdcat(arrivee,horairecat). 

wdcat(depart ,horairecat). 

wdcat(horalre,horairecat). 

wdcat(etats-unis,pays). 

wdcat(Japon,pays). 

wdcat(fl'ance,pays). 

wdcat(outremer,pays). 

wdcat(voyage,travall). 

wdcat(excursion, lolsir). 

wdcat(avion,airfr). 

wdcat(vol ,airfr). 

wdca t (aeroport ,a i rfl'). 

wdcat(bateau,mer). 

wdca t (tra versee, mer). 

11'dcat(gare ,rai !fr). 

wdcat(train,railfr). 

wdcat(metro ,ra I I fr). 

wdcat(auto,vehicule). 

wdcat(taxi ,vehicule). 

wdcat(bus,vehicule). 

wdca t(mare he ,marcheap I ed). 

Here, every French and English word previously selected as a representative 

of a general concept is related to a semantic category of the French and 

English networks respectively. 

% eqveng(X,Y). 
% Y is among the possible English equivalents for the French word X 

eqveng(X,Y) repeng(Z,T), member(X,T), fl'eng(Z,Y). 

% fetrad(X,Y). 
% Y is the English translation of the French word X 
fetl'ad(X,Y) :- wdcat(X,S), eqveng(X,Y), freng(Z,Y), wdcat(Z,T), unify(S,T,S). 

Whereas "eqveng" provides for all the possible translations of the French 

word X, "fetrad" gives only the English translations which are consistent 

with the semantic knowledge we have on X. 

Conversely, "eqvfr" provides for all the possible French translations of 

the English word X and "eftrad" reduces that set to the English translations 

consistent with our semantic knowledge of X. 

8
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% eqvfl'(X,Y). 

% Y is among the possible 

eqvfr(X,Y) :- repfr(Z,T), 

French equivalents for 

member(X,T), 

the English word x
 freng(Y,Z). 

＼
 % eftrad(X,Y). 

% X Is the French translation of the English word Y 

eftrad(X,Y) :- wdcat(X,S), eqvfl'(X,Y), freng(Y,Z), wdcat(Z,U), 

藝▽

unlfy(S,U,S). 

% not(P) 
% not(P) is false if p

 

is true 

not(P) :-

not(_). 

P, ! , fa 11 . 

/
 ＼
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In that program, in order to test fetrad(X,Y) [ resp. eftrad(X,Y)] 

which pt'ovides for the semantically correct English (resp.French) translation 

of the French (resp.English) word X, we have Introduced the extra semantic 

knowledge : 
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N.B.: Here, "t・oute" Is an English word whereas "route-f''denotes a French 

word. 

With that extra semantic knowledge, we obtain the following results 

eqvfr (J'oute, Y) -------> chemin ; 

/> it!neraire. 

eftrad (route, Y) -------> chemin ; 

itineraiJ'e. 

eqvfr (tour, Y) -------> voyage ; 

excursion. 

eftrad tour, Y -------> excursion. 

eqveng t trajet, Y) -------> way ; 

冨"I、aveI. 

fetrad trajet, Y) -------> way. 

゜
eqveng route-f, Y) -------> way ; 

route-e. 

fetrad (route-f, Y) -------> route-e. 

Thus, fol'instance, since "route-f" belongs to the semantic category 

"voyetape", it is viewed as a synonym of "itinerail'e" and we obtain the unique 

English equivalent "route-e". 

Hence , i n that case , the s em ant i c know I edge is he I pf u I f o I'd i s am b i g u at i n g 

the translation process. 

On the other hand, since no partition in the English network correspond 

to the partition (voyetape, voyglobal) in the French network, for the English 

wo!'d''route" none of its synonyms "way" and "route-e" can be discarded and the 

semantic knowledge doesn't help to discard any of the possible French 

t I'ans I at i on s "chem i n " and "i t i n er a i I'e " . 
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